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BROOKDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Academic Affairs: STEM Institute
Biology

James Crowder
INTERIM DEAN

BIOLOGY

PROFESSOR
Patricia Dillon
Carey Fox

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Robert Martens
Maryann Smith
Caroline Wong
Cheryl Fencik
Gitanjali Kundu

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Margo Wolfson

INSTRUCTOR
Kristen Petersen
Elizabeth Wong

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT
Gregory Augustino
Robert Gant
Sally Kimble
Barbara Seuffert
Leslie VanCleve
Marianne Velez
Laina Tollefsen
BROOKDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Academic Affairs: Humanities Institute
English

DEAN
Christine Webster-Hansen

ENGLISH

PROFESSOR
Roseanne Alvarez
Bettejane Bolan-Kenney
Marc Bonagura
James Cody
Donna Flinn
Marcia Krefetz-Levine
Laura McCullough
Nancy Noe
Kurt Scheffler
Brandon Gramer
Kathleen Kennedy
Angela Saragusa
Suzanne Parker
Dara Evans

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Michael Broek
Geri Girard
Donna Pope
Christine Vasquez
Jennifer Kaminski
Kelsey Maki
Charles Mencel

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Richard Dery
Dina Long
Robert McGovern
John Ryan
Michele Locandro
Cameron Mount

INSTRUCTOR
Heather Revesz
Nicolette Nicola
Elana Maloney
Shayla Ward
Mary Grilli
Danielle Basmagyy (T)

ACADEMIC TUTOR
Dolores Palazzo
Kathleen Vasile
Bridget Van Hemert
Leah Wasacz
BROOKDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Academic Affairs: Institute Business & Social Science
Business

Norah Kerr-McCurry
DEAN

ACCOUNTING

PROFESSOR
Kenneth Duffie

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Andrea Murowski

BUSINESS

PROFESSOR
Phyllis Shafer

INSTRUCTOR
Matthew Perry
Thomas Vorbach

FASHION MERCHANDISING/MARKETING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
AnnMarie Hughes

INSTRUCTOR
Alexis Jankowski

CULINARY ARTS / HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

PROFESSOR
Michelle Zuppe

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
William Roll

INSTRUCTOR
Chad Schoonveld
Maria Bouchard

LAB/STUDIO ASSISTANT
Elizabeth Lehmann

ECONOMICS

PROFESSOR
Sarah Leahy

INSTRUCTOR
Lauren Tatulli
Ryan Reams

INSTRUCTOR
Lauren Tatulli
Ryan Reams